LIGHT-HEARTED

Zdenko Ivanušić
Up Swing $d = 200$

A

mf swing lightly

B
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ISMN   M-9013567-8-8
LIGHT-HEARTED

ZDENKO IVANUŠIĆ

Tenor Sax. 1

Up Swing $d = 200$
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SAXES SOLI

not too loud

softer

K

2
LIGHT-HEARTED
ZDENKO IVANUŠIĆ

Up Swing \( \dot{q} = 200 \)
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LIGHT-HEARTED

ZDENKO IVANUŠIĆ

Up Swing \( \frac{1}{2} = 200 \)

A

mf swing lightly

B
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C

D TENOR SOLO (OPEN)

E

F GUITAR SOLO (OPEN)

G

H INTERLUDE

I SAXES SOLI
Up Swing  \( \dot{\cdot} = 200 \)

A

not too loud

B

open
Up Swing $ \cdot = 200$

not too loud
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LIGHT-HEARTED

ZDENKO IVANUŠIĆ

Up Swing \( \frac{1}{2} = 200 \)
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Trombone 3

ISMN M-9013567-8-8
LIGHT-HEARTED

ZDENKO IVANUŠIĆ

Up Swing \( \frac{1}{4} = 200 \)

\( f \)

\( mf \)

not too loud

\( p \)

\( mf \)

\( f \)

\( \text{B} \)

\( \text{3} \)

\( \text{mf} \)

\( f \)
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C

D TENOR SOLO (OPEN)

E

16

F GUITAR SOLO (OPEN)

G

H INTERLUDE

I SAXES SOLI
C

D  TENOR SOLO (OPEN)

E

F  GUITAR SOLO (OPEN)

G

A♭Maj7

H

Cmaj7  Dm7  G7  Gm7  G♭7♭11

I

Gm7  C 7  FMaj7  B♭Maj7  Em7♭5  A7♭9  Dm7  G7

J

Am7  A♭7♭11  Gm7  C 7  FMaj

K

Am7  D 7  GMaj7  Em7  F♭m7♭5  B7♭9  Em7  A7

L

Am7  D 7  Bm7  E 7  Am7  D 7  GMaj7

M

A♭Maj7

N

Cmaj7  Dm7  G7  Gm7  G♭7♭11

O

Gm7  C 7  FMaj7  B♭Maj7  Em7♭5  A7♭9  Dm7  G7
LIGHT-HEARTED

ZDENKO IVANUŠIĆ

Up Swing $q = 200$

Gm7 C7 F6 Bb6 Em7+$5$ A7+$9$ Dm7 G7sus

A

Gm/C Bm7 Am7 Ab+$7\#11$ Gm7 C7 F9

G6 Em9 Am7 F+$#7\#15$ B+$7\#9$

B

AbMaj7 Eb+$7\#11$ AbMaj7

CMaj7 Dm7 G7 AbMaj7

Gm7 C7 FMaj7 Bb6 Em7+$5$ A7+$9$ Dm9 G7sus

C9 Am7 Ab+$7\#11$ Gm7 C7 F6
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Up Swing $d = 200$

A

subito $p$

mf

B
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